
Marbella

Reference 119217

Luxury duplex penthouses with sea views in Puerto Banus

 

living space:

bedrooms:

bathrooms:

balcony/terrace:

sea view:

196 m²

3

3

swimming pool:

energy certificate: in process

price: € 1,250,000.-
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Details:

Luxury duplex penthouses on the second floor with 3 bedrooms en suite and fabulous terraces with private

pool and Argentinian barbecue.

Without sparing with the means in enhancing the comfort of this duplex-penthouse in La Alzambra Hill Club

offer air conditioning with heat pump and individual temperature control in each room, not to mention the

under-floor heating in the bathrooms, the electric shutters, the safety deposit box of latest generation and

sensors in all rooms directly connected to the security central, and all controlled and programmable thanks to

the domotic system. Furniture, 3 underground parking places and a storeroom included. Magnificent sea and

garden views!

The Alzambra Hill Club was conceived in 2007 as an enclave with a privileged location and fundamentally

oriented to the investor in luxury homes with the quality and the latest technology of the moment. A bet that

has resulted in a high standing residential complex, maximum safety and comfort, and wrapped up by a

mature settled tropical garden that protects the whole environment of any extreme climate while preserving

the privacy of its residents.

Its architecture is unique and thought for a maximum use of sunlight. For this, all the façades are south facing

and all exhibits of each apartment are exterior. The eternal spirit of the Mediterranean which inspired this

resort could not forget the integration of ample terraces on all sides of the building, hidden among the

vegetation, a pleasant option that can be enjoyed from all rooms since each apartment has a terrace area

representing at least about 80% of the domestic living area. What a luxury!

All information is correct to the best of our knowledge. Errors and prior sale excepted. This prospectus is purely for information purposes. Only the notarized deed of sale is legally binding.
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Location & surrounding area:

Puerto Banús is one of the most famous nautical and touristic enclaves in Southern Europe, but this port is

much more than that, it is really a city within a large city as is Marbella.

Saying Puerto Banús is speaking of luxury, sport, glamour, culture, commerce and above all, technology,

services and a ceaseless activity, together creating a unique mixture that has to be experienced. Year after

year, Puerto Banús has established itself as a key holiday destination, and it is a magnet for the main

worldwide commercial brands and luxury water sports.

Since its existence it has also been a meeting point for all kinds of people: Royal Houses around the world,

rulers, artists, businessmen, sportsmen. Sheltered by the Mediterranean Sea and the excellent climate of

Andalusia, large and famous luxury yachts have anchored here and they continue doing so in one of the best

property locations worldwide.

All information is correct to the best of our knowledge. Errors and prior sale excepted. This prospectus is purely for information purposes. Only the notarized deed of sale is legally binding.
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Confortable and new dining and living area High-grade Hochwertige luxury kitchen

Brightly Bedroom Modern guestroom

Design Bathroom with bathtubBadezimmer mit Badewanne
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